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ABSTRACT 
Intervals are speci f ied on which general ized t r igonometr ic  po lynomia ls  sat isfy the Haar  condi t ion.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known (Cheney [1, p. 8017 that the linear 
approximation problem has a unique solution on a 
given interval if the function space V of approximants 
satisfies the Haar condition on that interval. This 
means that, if V is spanned by the set of functions 
01' 02 ' " "  Ore' all functions of the form 
m 
¢(x ) -  Z c kck(x) (I) 
k=1 
(the so-called generalized polynomials ) have at most 
m-1  zeros on that interval. We shall term each such 
interval a Haar interval for @. 
Meinardus [2] enlarged the class of functions of type 
(1) known to satisfy the Haar condition by proving 
two statements about the number of zeros of gener- 
a!iTed cosine and sine polynomials. In a slightly modi- 
fied form these statements are : 
Theorem 1 
Let a0, a 1 ..... a n and X 1 ..... k n be real numbers. 
Then all functions of the form 
n 
C n (x) -- a 0 + k ~1 ak cos Xkx in= 1, 2 .... ) i2a) 
have no more than n zeros (counted with their multi- 
plicities) on intervals ] 0, b ] specified by 
max l),k[, b < It. # (2b) 
l~k~n 
Theorem 2
Let b 1 ..... b n and X 1 ..... k n be real numbers. Then 
all functions of the form 
n 
S n (x) =-- ~ b k sin XkX (n = 1, 2 .. . .  ) (3a) 
k=l  
have no more than n-1 zeros (counted with their 
multiplicities) on intervals ] O, b] specified by 
max [Xk[ .b  <~r .# (3b) 
l~<kgn 
(In Meinardus' paper zeros are considered to be simple. 
But generalization to multiple zeros is straightforward, 
provided that in the case of cosine polynomials the 
point x = 0 is excluded from the intervals). 
2. ZEROS OF TRIGONOMETRIC POLYNOMIALS 
In the present paper we further enlarge the class of 
functions of type (1) satisfying the Haar condition by 
proving an analogous tatement about generalized 
trigonometric polynomials. 
Theorem 3
Let a 0, a 1 ..... an, b 1 .... , b n and X1 ..... X n be real 
numbers. Then all functions of the form 
n 
F n (x ) -  a 0 + k~= 1 (ak cos XkX + b k sin kkX ) (4a) 
( n = 1, 2 .... ) 
have at most 2n zeros (counted with their multiplicities) 
on intervals [a, b] specified by 
max n [Xk[" (b -  a) < 2re. (4b) 
1 <~k~< 
Proof 
without loss of generality we may assume that 
0 < X 1 < ... < X n. Let ~a and ~b be the smalhst and 
largest zero, respectively, of  F n on [a, b]. The theorem 
is proved if we succeed in showing that each interval I
with length < and c_ I, can contah at 
most 2n zeros of F n. It is always possible to choose 
two small positive numbers ~ 1'/i2 such that 
a* = ~a - 81' b* = ~b + 52' b* - a* < 2¢t/X n, and 
sgn F n (x) ~ sgn FniX ) for x E [a*, ~a[,  
sgn Fnix ) = sgn F n (x) for x ~ ]~b' b*]. Hence, again 
without loss of generality we may assume that a* and 
b* coincide with a and b, respectively, and that 
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sgn F n Ca) = -sgn r~ Ca), (5a) 
sgn F n Cb) = sgn F n Cb). (5h) 
The function Fl(X ) can be written in the form 
Fl(X ) = a 0 + c sin (Xl x + d); 
this 2g/~t 1-periodic function has at most two distinct 
or one double zero on an interval with length < 2¢r/X 1. 
The proof will now go on by induction, with the hy- 
pothesis that ali functions of the form Fn_ 1 have at 
most 2n - 2 zeros (counted with their multiplicities) 
on intervals with length < 2zt/X n_ 1" 
Suppose there exists an F n having at least 2n + 1 zeros 
on an interval [a, b], with b -a  < 21r/X n (and for which 
eqs. (5) hold). Define the functions 
hn(x ) -= c 1 cos XnX + c 2 sin XnX, (6) 
where el ,  c 2 are kept arbitrary for the time being, and 
• [ Fn(x) ] (7a) fn(X)-= h2n (x).  [ hn(x) ] 
= F n (x) h n (x) - F n (x) h n (x), (7b) 
where we take (7b) to be the definition of  fn in the 
zeros of h n. A short calculation yields 
Claiming fn(Xl) = 0 imposes aFirst condition on the 
coefficients c 1, c 2, i.e. (see eq. (8)) 
~'n (bn Cl - anC2) = C. (11) 
A second condition is obtained by claiming that h n has 
precisely one zero x 2 ~ ] a, b [ (which certainly is simple), 
i .e. 
hn(x2) = c 1 cos Xnx 2 + c 2 sin XnX 2 = 0, (12) 
where x 2 has yet to be determined, c 1 and c 2 are now 
fixed uniquely, provided the matrix of  the linear sys- 
tem (11), (12) is not singular, i.e. 
D(x2)-= an cos XnX2 + bn sin XnX2 ~ 0. (13) 
(a+b l  I f  D . - -~ .  e 0 we take x 2 - a + b In that case we 
2 
certainly have 
sgn hn(a ) = - sgn hn(b); sgn hn(a ) = sgnhn(b); 
(14) 
sgnhn(a ) = sgn hn(a); sgn hnCb ) = - sgn hnCb ). 
~a+b If, incidently, tJ t~ l  = 0, we can always take an 
arbitrary small ~ such that x 2 = a+b + ~, DCx2 ) ¢ 0, 
2 
and the equations (14) remain satisfied. 
fn(X) = hn(x ) F n_lCx) - h n (x) Fn_l(X) + Xn(clb n -C2an). x2 cannot be a zero Of Fn, since otherwise Fn/h n should 
still have at least 2n zeros, fn 2n + 1, fn 2n and 
(8) 
The derivative of fn exists everywhere on [a, b] and is 
given by 
fn (x)= hn(x)[F  n" (x) + X2 Fn(x)], (9) 
where 
f *_ l (X ) -  Fn'(X ) + ~Fn(x)  
n -1  
2 2 2 Xk x = X n a 0 + k__~l {a k (X n - Xk) cos 
+ bk() ~ - X~) sin XkX } (101 
is a function of  the form F n_ l .  We distinguish two 
cases.  
Case I : X n (b - a) < 7r 
Then it is possible to choose el,  c 2 such that h n has 
no zeros on a closed subinterval of  [a, b] containing 
all zeros of F n . fn consequently has at least 2n zeros, 
f'n - and hence also f~-1  - at least 2n-1,  on an inter- 
val with length < 2~r/~a , thus < 27r/X n -1" This con- 
tradicts our hypothesis. 
CaseI l :  l r< ~n (b-a)  < 27r 
We then choose x 1 ~ ]a, b[ such that 
C - h n (Xl) F n_ l  (Xl) - hn(Xl)Fn-l(Xl ) ¢ 0. 
f * - I  2n-1,  which is one too many.Hence wemay assume 
that there exists a neighbourhood - e, ~ + e , 
e > 0 and arbitrary small, of x 2, which contains no 
zeros of  F n. Further, by virtue of case I, it is not possible 
that the 2n + 1 zeros of  F n all lie in [a, ~ -e  ] or 
in e, bJ The conclusion is ~hat (Fn/hn)" wiU 
have at least 2 n -1  zeros in the union of  both intervals, 
and fn will have at least 2n (including x = Xl) on ]a, b[. 
I f  F n should have more than 2n + 1 zeros, then fn should 
have at least 2n + 1 and fn -1  at least 2n -1, again impos- 
sible. So we assume that F n has exactly 2n + 1 zeros, 
which allows to write 
sgn F n (a) = - sgn rn(b);  sgn F n (a) -- sgn F n (b). (5c) 
It now follows from equations (5) and (14) that the 
two terms in the right member of (7b) differ in sign, 
both for x = a and x = b; moreover each of these terms 
has a different sign for x = a and x = b. Hence 
sgn fn (a) = - sgn fn (b), and fn possesses an odd number 
of  zeros, thus at least 2n+ 1, on [a, b]. Again we deduce 
from this that f *_ l  must have at least 2n -1 zeros on 
an interval with length < 2u/2~n, thus < 21r/~a -1" 
From this contradiction the theorem follows. # 
When a 0 - 0, F n can have 2n zeros on an interval 
specified by (4b), and so does not satisfy the Haar con- 
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dition on that interval any more. However we have 
Theorem 4 
Let a 1 .. . . .  an, b 1 .. . . .  b n and X1 ... . .  Xn be real num- 
bers. Then all functions of  the form 
n 
(ak c°sXkx + bk sm Xkx) ( 5a) 
(n= 1,2 .... ) 
have at most 2n-1 zeros (counted with their multi- 
plicities) on intervals [a, b], specified by 
max I ,kl. (b-a) < .  (ISb) 
l<k<n l [ 
Proof 
The function F~ (x) -- a 1 cos X1 x + b 1 sin X 1 x has at 
most one (single) zero on [a, b]. Using the functions 
(6) - (10) (with a 0 = 0), we can construct aproof by 
induction like in case I of  the previous theorem. # 
The Haar intervals pecified in theorems 1 and 2 can- 
not be generalized in the sense of  theorem 3, i.e. their 
left boundary point cannot be taken arbitrarily. To 
see this, it suffices to observe that it is always pos- 
sible to select coefficients a k for Cn, or coefficients 
b k for S n in such a way that x = 0 becomes an (at 
least) (n + 1)-fold or n-f01d zero, respectively. Hence, 
x = 0 cannot be an interior point of any Haar interval 
for cosine and sine polynomials. It is impossible to 
make x = 0 a (2n + 1)-fold zero o f f  n. 
3. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
The four theorems have been stated in the form of  suf- 
ficient conditions for classes of  intervals to be Haar 
intervals for the generalized polynomials under con- 
sideration. However, the specified Haar intervals are 
by no means optimal, i.e. for given a, the length b -a  
is not maximal. If  X k = k, k = 1 ..... n, for example, 
then the hngth of  the Haar interval specified in theo- 
rem 3 is smaller than 27r/n, while it is well known 
(Davis [3, pp. 29-31]) that the corresponding F n
satisfies the Haar condition on each interval [a,a + 21r[ 
or ]a,a + 27r]. On the other hand, it is easy to construct 
functions Fn with Haar interval length shorter than 
27r. 
Meinardus [2] has calcuhted the optimal Haar inter- 
vals ]0,b] for the function S2(x ). Besides that, the 
determination f optimal Haar intervals for the func- 
tions C n, S n, F n, F*, or, more generally, for functions 
of the type (1), is still an open problem. 
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